
Product Name Symbol Description Entry Time Exit Time Days Entry Price Exit Price Return Pct Irr
Bill Cara Biotech, Metals & Top  Picks CLVRW Clever Leaves is a vertically integrated, global cannabis company with a solid board and management team as well 

as former senior US Senator Tom Daschle as special advisor. A multi-national company with offices in Canada, 
Colombia, Germany, Portugal, and United States. A sound business model. Their stock (CLVR) and warrants 
(CLVRW) started trading on Nasdaq in late-November 2020. They offer sustainable, high-efficiency, large-scale 
cultivation and extraction of cannabinoids. They are a producer of pharmaceutical and consumer cannabis brands 
in the wellness, lifestyle, and beauty segments. Their GMP certified extracted products are available in multiple 
forms, including raw material formats such as: crude oils, distillates, and isolates, as well as, finished products 
through their white label manufacturing capabilities.

2021-01-28 10:42:32 +00002021-02-11 09:30:22 +0000 14 $1.79 $6.75 277.10% 9999999990%

Opportunities in Emerging Growth StocksTIGR BUY TIGR - China economy booming post pandemic 2020-12-08 10:43:13 +00002021-01-25 10:19:47 +0000 48 $5.60 $20.04 262.40% 1786559%
Swing Cycles TRVG Trend reversal 2021-01-20 13:32:05 +00002021-01-27 13:35:42 +0000 7 $2.20 $5.79 169.30% 9999999990%
viditrade BB We all know Blackberry as the hand-held device / phone that got buried by flip-phones and iPhones and Androids, 

oh my. But realizing its brand is tied to security, they've focused on that. And Amazon just partnered with BB, 
which could go a lot of ways, but generally in one likely direction.

2021-01-13 09:31:28 +00002021-01-25 10:33:12 +0000 12 $7.66 $20.09 163.30% 9999999990%

Tom’s Stock Picks OPTT OPTT - Ocean Power Technologies is a innovative company to say the least. They have "Powerbouys" that they offer 
to customers like the U.S. Navy. I was invested in this originally at $0.72 in July. It hit $4.7+ in the last 3 months. 
It's set to run higher with the inauguration next week.

2021-01-15 10:18:16 +00002021-01-25 09:58:21 +0000 10 $3.00 $6.93 132.60% 9999999990%

Bull & Bear Trading CCIV Churchill Capital may bring Lucid Motors public via the SPAC merger process. This stock seems to be at the right 
place at the right time.

2021-01-13 13:22:16 +00002021-02-02 14:35:27 +0000 20 $16.25 $32.15 109.30% 71517536%

Bill Cara Biotech, Metals & Top  Picks CLVR Clever Leaves  is a vertically integrated, global cannabis company with a solid board and management team as well 
as former senior US Senator Tom Daschle as special advisor. A multi-national company with offices in Canada, 
Colombia, Germany, Portugal, and United States. A sound business model. Their stock (CLVR) and warrants 
(CLVRW) started trading on Nasdaq in late-November 2020. They offer sustainable, high-efficiency, large-scale 
cultivation and extraction of cannabinoids. They are a producer of pharmaceutical and consumer cannabis brands 
in the wellness, lifestyle, and beauty segments. Their GMP certified extracted products are available in multiple 
forms, including raw material formats such as: crude oils, distillates, and isolates, as well as, finished products 
through their white label manufacturing capabilities.

2021-01-04 13:09:05 +00002021-02-11 09:30:22 +0000 38 $8.40 $17.29 106.10% 103741%

Gene Inger Swing Picks LAZR Luminar will trade with the symbol LAZR as of Dec. 3; now that the reverse merger has been favorably voted upon. 
Luminar is autonomous driving; funded originally by Peter Thiel (Facebook and PayPal early on ) and now by Gore 
in Beverly Hills and also Volvo. Contracts with MobileEye and Audi too. Also; we view an inexpensive indirect way 
to play this as LightPath (LPTH) which may be their provider of infrared lenses and assist with modules. LightPath is 
growing nicely and is another of our selections. 

2020-12-01 14:22:09 +00002021-02-08 09:30:27 +0000 69 $17.50 $33.85 96.80% 3492%

Swing Trade Membership SMMT Breaking out of basing pattern 2020-12-15 14:56:18 +00002021-02-08 12:59:19 +0000 55 $5.70 $10.81 92.30% 7579%
Global Macro ETF's AG BUY AG - Silver Miner that is highly leveraged to the price of the underlying.  Silvers pull back is related to?  Who 

really knows, but precious metals thrive when our government prints money (DEBASEMENT) and with Dems in 
power, spending is a given.  I fully expect Silver to test $49, the highs from 2011

2021-01-12 09:44:28 +00002021-02-01 09:30:25 +0000 20 $12.50 $23.94 92.00% 14772362%

Swing Trade Membership SUNW Stock is breaking out of a flag pattern.  Lots of room to move.  2021-01-19 14:51:18 +00002021-01-25 11:05:11 +0000 6 $13.75 $24.21 77.60% 9999999990%
Swing Trade Membership APHA Stock surged to $14.01 and then flagged.  Today it is breaking out over that level.  Measured move takes it to $20 2021-02-02 13:13:27 +00002021-02-10 10:43:27 +0000 8 $14.10 $24.83 77.40% 9999999990%

Rick's Picks Bold SNDL Sundial Growers Inc (SNDL).  Buy at .59 
3.We generally don’t recommend ‘penny stocks.’  That’s why this is a bold trade idea considering that some stock 
market trading activity has looked an awful lot like gambling as of late, with huge run-ups in companies that have 
shown little actual evidence of profits, or in some cases, sales such as SNDL.   (02).  

2021-01-25 11:07:48 +00002021-01-28 09:34:26 +0000 3 $0.59 $0.99 73.70% 9999999990%

Swing Trade Membership VXRT Reverse head and shoulders pattern breaking through the neck line.  2021-01-25 14:05:47 +00002021-02-02 09:52:27 +0000 8 $9.00 $15.31 72.40% 9999999990%
Opportunities in Emerging Growth StocksMJ BUY MJ - Cannibas space continues to evolve and one of the sensible ways to get involved is through this ETF which 

is still well off it's all time HIGHS (Pun intended!!!)
2020-12-22 09:40:28 +00002021-02-08 11:44:02 +0000 48 $14.90 $25.05 68.60% 5203%

ALPHA INSIGHTS SPCE The shares of Virgin Galactic Holdings (SPCE) appear poised to resolve a classic patterned base formation of the 
"Cup & Handle" variety. A sustained bullish inflection above $34 would project a measured move to approximately 
$49, then $75. The current short interest in the stock equates to  33% of the float. The fact that Cathy Wood's ARK 
Invest has filed to launch a space ETF (ARKX) can only help as there are only 5 pure play space travel issues in the 
public market and SPCE represents the largest and most seasoned of the bunch. In fact, ARK already owns the stock 
in several of its other ETFs, so we would expect her position to grow exponentially as the ARKX asset inflows expand 
post launch. We've set our initial stop-loss provision at about 3 ATRs below our entry at $3.

2021-01-25 12:57:46 +00002021-02-03 15:59:41 +0000 9 $34.00 $57.21 68.60% 9999999990%

ALPHA INSIGHTS PLTR The shares of Palantir Technologies (PLTR) appear poised to resolve a lateral consolidation pattern of the 
"Symmetrical Triangle" variety. If, as we suspect, this consolidation completes a 4th wave of the advance, then the 
stock should thrust above the the upper boundary of the triangle formation, which would project a measured 
move to approximately $43/share. We will attempt to enter the trade at today's VWAP, and set-our initial stop-
loss provision at 2 ATR's below the entry. 

2020-12-17 10:15:09 +00002021-01-27 13:57:04 +0000 41 $26.60 $43.00 62.30% 7364%

Stock Trading Ideas ACIU Small cap Biotech ready to roll again? 2021-02-04 12:34:31 +00002021-02-11 09:30:22 +0000 7 $7.24 $11.56 59.70% 9999999990%
Swing Trade Membership DVAX Reverse head and sholders pattern and broke through the neckline.  2021-01-25 12:54:59 +00002021-02-10 10:48:29 +0000 16 $6.25 $9.62 55.70% 2422361%
Swing Cycles YALA pull back - trend continuation 2021-01-07 10:21:30 +00002021-01-25 10:13:58 +0000 18 $15.10 $23.30 54.70% 696954%
Swing Trade Membership NNDM Broke through key lateral resistance and breaking out of a wedge pattern.  2021-01-08 09:45:12 +00002021-01-25 11:09:16 +0000 17 $9.50 $14.62 53.90% 1046557%



Tom’s Stock Picks IDEX The company is Ideanomics. While highly controversial, they have valid investments in emerging markets. Such as 
owning over 2,000 bitcoins (reported 2019). They run an auto financing center in China for EVs. They also look to 
announce their EV manufacturer in the U.S. soon, Medici Motor Works. Stock has hit $4.75 before. No brainer buy 
and hold here for me. -
Was $3+ earlier this week, grabbing a perfect entry below $2.9 before the first catalyst hits (tomorrow)

2021-01-14 09:31:06 +00002021-01-27 13:55:19 +0000 13 $2.87 $4.27 50.40% 9390445%

Swing Trade Membership VERU Stock surged from $2.50 to $12.  It then based for 2 months.  Today it pops out.  Look to take 1/2 position at this 
level and add on pull backs to $11.50.  

2021-02-04 13:47:04 +00002021-02-09 11:11:54 +0000 5 $12.50 $18.08 46.20% 9999999990%

Stock Trading Ideas SENS $SENS is ready to take on $DXCM in the Diabetes monitoring device segment. Low mkt cap with potential 2021-02-01 09:30:25 +00002021-02-08 09:36:39 +0000 7 $2.55 $3.69 44.70% 9999999990%
Bill Cara Biotech, Metals & Top  Picks FSM Fortuna Silver 2020 estimated production is likely to be about 17 mil oz AgEq from gold-silver mines in Peru 

(Caylloma) & Mexico (San Jose), and soon in Argentina (Lindero). Sound financial condition

Q3 Highlights:
•Fortuna Silver produced 2.13 Million oz silver, 12,791 oz gold
•GAAP earnings of $0.07 on revenue of $83.4 Million
•The free cash flow of $30.1 Million, compared to $10.6 Million last year
•Cash & Cash equivalents improved by almost $9.0 Million
•Total Net Debt to EBITDA ratio is 1:1
•Lindero Mine (Argentina) achieved first gold pour on 20 October with 728 oz. of gold. Commercial production is 
expected to start in Q1 2021. Heap leach open-pit mine)

Bottom line:
•Relatively small but well-managed, financially stable mining company
•Presently 6.96% portfolio weighting with an expectation of achieving +20% growth in under 4 months

2020-11-19 15:54:53 +00002021-02-01 10:02:19 +0000 74 $6.35 $9.08 43.90% 502%

Swing Trade Membership RIOT Stock is breaking out of a wedge pattern.  Resistance at $30.  But through that and $50 is the target. 2021-01-29 09:30:29 +00002021-02-10 09:34:15 +0000 12 $25.00 $34.84 43.80% 6351945%
Alpha Chartist HEXO Hexo is a Canadian company that offers oils, sprays, and powders.   They have recently expanded to the U.S. with an 

announced joint venture with Molson Coors to launch Veryvell, sparkling CBD water in Colorado.  For the quarter 
ending October 31, 2020, sales increased 103% 

2021-02-02 13:13:55 +00002021-02-10 10:33:19 +0000 8 $6.98 $9.98 43.00% 1214583154%

Swing Trade Membership ZDGE Stock in rising channel and near ATH.  Look for double from this level. 2021-02-03 14:39:22 +00002021-02-09 12:38:24 +0000 6 $9.25 $12.84 42.00% 9999999990%
Tom’s Stock Picks WWR $WWR - Westwater Resources. Going to be huge in the future for EV batteries. They're working on ramping up their 

graphite production (major component to EV batteries). CEO said to expect catalysts throughout Q1. It has been 
pretty quite for a while now, so could definitely get a PR soon. Was $5.65+ last week. 

2021-01-11 12:39:19 +00002021-01-28 10:45:13 +0000 17 $5.04 $7.12 41.60% 173748%

Tom’s Stock Picks WWR Westwater Resources produces graphite, which is critical to batteries in EVs. This stock ran over $14 in 2020, and 
has been consolidating between $5-8 ever since. The goal for me is to load below $7.50. This company is overdue 
for a press release, so that is a catalyst for movement in the near future. CEO said in the recent earnings call to 
expect catalysts throughout the first few months of 2021.

2021-01-29 09:56:19 +00002021-02-08 09:59:13 +0000 10 $7.25 $9.99 41.50% 31824923%

Tom’s Stock Picks STPK $STPK - Merging with Stem! 

Stem is going to be the first pure decarbonization play on the market. They have an AI powered system that will 
work with companies such as Adobe, and Boston Properties to implement solutions for the future. The balance 
sheet is great as well, and I broke down the customers/more on my twitter.

2021-01-11 11:54:43 +00002021-02-10 09:31:39 +0000 30 $30.10 $42.30 40.60% 6230%

Swing Cycles PLTR Trend continuation 2021-01-21 10:25:49 +00002021-01-25 10:53:11 +0000 4 $26.10 $36.26 40.10% 9999999990%
Tom’s Stock Picks APPH $NOVS - Merging with AppHarvest. AppHarvest has already made some big moves since the merger was announced. 

This is a easy entry below $25.00. 52 week high is $28.98, I feel it will surpass this in the near future. Chart is 
consolidating after running the last week. Great opportunity here from multiple angles.

2021-01-21 15:22:48 +00002021-02-03 09:47:38 +0000 13 $24.99 $34.75 39.70% 1199366%

Dolphin Play Swings GOGO Breakout candidate 2020-12-07 11:32:51 +00002021-01-25 10:44:44 +0000 49 $10.85 $15.11 39.50% 1095%
Swing Trade Membership CGC Broke the long term declining tops line.  Pulled back with market today for entry level. 2021-01-15 14:40:50 +00002021-02-11 09:30:22 +0000 27 $34.00 $47.08 39.30% 8758%
The Rock Trades XL SPAC Merger Play 2020-11-30 09:50:34 +00002021-01-27 13:30:48 +0000 58 $14.81 $20.53 39.10% 698%
Swing Cycles VERU Trend continuation 2021-01-27 09:48:39 +00002021-02-08 09:33:51 +0000 12 $8.80 $12.04 38.20% 1891533%
Swing Cycles VUZI Pull back - trend continuation 2021-01-15 13:04:07 +00002021-01-25 11:07:48 +0000 10 $9.30 $12.63 36.70% 8998923%
Swing Trade Membership MVIS Stock breaking out of a cup and handle pattern.  strong rising channel.  2021-02-04 14:43:29 +00002021-02-10 10:16:13 +0000 6 $10.50 $14.25 36.60% 9999999990%
Tom’s Stock Picks WKHS $WKHS - 52 week high is $30. Trying to enter below $24 and swing back to $26+ for a short term gain. May swing 

longer term depending how the EV sector performs. WKHS has a lot of important contracts and customers, they 
make EV trucks. The stock has been consolidating for a few months now, in the $20s. In my opinion, this is the 
perfect entry point.

2021-01-21 13:54:09 +00002021-01-26 11:07:58 +0000 5 $23.25 $31.49 36.30% 9999999990%

Swing Trade Membership FUV Broke out over lateral resistance after 2 month consolidation 2021-01-21 15:47:20 +00002021-02-05 09:36:13 +0000 15 $23.50 $31.86 36.30% 188244%
Bill Cara Biotech, Metals & Top  Picks VXRT Buying more VXRT. Vaxart 's oral vaccine delivery system is going to be substantially favored over needles that 

inject fluids into your body. The ear and nose mucosal effect would be front-line defense against the virus the 
public would want. In mass production, their technology will be far less costly than the competition. Presently, 
this technology is in phase 1 clinical trial whereas the competition is mostly in phase 2 and 3. But if Vaxaer is 
successful, they are in a good place to receive maybe $400 million in OWS funding. When I see such a large price 
decline of about -16% after my purchase on Monday, I think this is a great opportunity to average down.

2020-09-23 15:07:07 +00002021-01-25 15:55:39 +0000124 $7.34 $9.96 35.70% 146%

Stock Trading Ideas GNPX Genprex, Inc. operates as a clinical-stage gene therapy company that develops therapies for patients with cancer 
and diabetes. The company's technologies are designed to administer disease-fighting genes to provide new 
therapies for large patient populations with cancer and diabetes

2021-01-11 14:02:29 +00002021-01-26 11:26:29 +0000 15 $3.75 $4.99 35.60% 165153%



The Weather Focus Fund GNRC We are reiterating a buy rating for Generac ticker: GNRC  the stock showed impressive relative strength during the 
recent correction and the a new threat from tropical system ETA from the Bahamas and Florida and through much 
of the remaining gulf coast is also bullish for the stock, which appears technically to be on the verge of a breakout. 
despite its recent price surge, we view the stock as still under valued as the fire season in the west persists and the 
early winter ice storm season approaches across the central and eastern U.S.

2020-11-06 11:08:26 +00002021-02-11 14:42:25 +0000 97 $232.80 $315.18 35.60% 215%

Stock Trading Ideas CYCN Small Biotech falls from expectations at JPM conference. Time for a 30% off sale to Buy 2021-01-15 13:30:01 +00002021-02-04 09:30:17 +0000 20 $3.18 $4.22 33.10% 18419%
Swing Trade Membership WWR Remains strong in a soft market.  2021-01-29 10:05:37 +00002021-02-10 10:22:45 +0000 12 $7.10 $9.34 32.30% 497532%
Swing Trade Membership BTBT Broke out of a wedge pattern after holding support for a few weeks.  Strong pattern. 2021-01-28 15:16:06 +00002021-02-09 11:16:06 +0000 12 $20.10 $26.40 32.00% 464904%
Swing Trade Membership AMRS Very strong rising channel and stock popped out of a wedge pattern and off of support.  Look for at least a 50% 

move from this level
2021-02-03 11:27:43 +00002021-02-11 12:12:34 +0000 8 $11.25 $14.80 32.00% 31984041%

Swing Cycles CBAT Trend continuation 2021-01-21 13:18:21 +00002021-01-25 09:31:02 +0000 4 $7.25 $9.38 30.10% 9999999990%
Tom’s Stock Picks MVIS $MVIS - company's float has been actively being bought up by some company or fund for a few weeks now. The 

underlying company has very important patents, making them a great future buyout candidate. This stock has a 52 
week high of $9.74(few weeks ago), so it's a steal at this price to swing higher.

2021-01-28 15:04:08 +00002021-02-03 13:30:35 +0000 6 $7.75 $9.61 29.90% 801819127%

Swing Trade Membership TLRY Stock broke out of a wedge pattern after a reversal pattern yesterday.  2021-01-26 12:55:38 +00002021-02-04 10:27:30 +0000 9 $19.25 $24.45 28.90% 2949003%
viditrade WWR WWR is a diversified energy materials development company. Rallying 10x in 2 weeks going into October got a 

slight bit ahead of itself. A slight bit. That needed correction and consolidation, which a 61.8% retracement and 7 
weeks of basing has done. Volume is now expanding on a bounce off of relevant support, as others in the sector also 
find buyers.

2020-12-24 10:28:56 +00002021-01-28 10:49:47 +0000 35 $5.33 $6.84 28.80% 1302%

Stock Trading Ideas CRDF This recently beaten down Biotech may be trying to find a bottom after getting crushed from over $19 to almost 
$10-ish now

2021-01-20 11:16:56 +00002021-02-03 09:43:29 +0000 14 $10.35 $13.22 28.10% 63584%

Swing Trade Membership WATT Breaking out of resistance and through down trending channel line.  50% move from here in the short term.  
Longer term double and triple.

2021-01-11 11:21:11 +00002021-01-28 10:40:25 +0000 17 $3.10 $3.85 27.50% 18272%

Stock Trading Ideas KODK Buy this pullback in $KODK for another run. 50% gains are possible, but not easy. Speculative 2021-01-28 13:30:38 +00002021-02-03 14:30:23 +0000 6 $10.13 $12.81 26.60% 168820024%
Swing Cycles BBIO Trend reversal 2021-02-01 09:50:33 +00002021-02-09 15:30:35 +0000 8 $56.32 $70.84 26.40% 4367033%
Happy Trades ONTX Penny stock breaking out 2021-02-04 10:01:08 +00002021-02-09 09:55:58 +0000 5 $1.06 $1.30 26.20% 2402964179%
Swing Trade Membership NIO EV stocks coming back into vogue.  2020-12-16 15:24:43 +00002021-01-28 09:30:39 +0000 43 $45.25 $56.48 25.60% 592%
P.R.O.'s Short-Term Bull/Bear Strategy SILJ The ETFMG Prime Junior Silver Miners ETF has fallen since the beginning of the year, but I received a bullish signal 

from my custom scans last night.
2021-01-20 09:59:40 +00002021-02-01 09:30:25 +0000 12 $14.80 $18.50 25.50% 100209%

Tom’s Stock Picks FUBO $FUBO - Stock is down from $60+ after a short seller attacked it. It's rebounded a bit from its lowest low, and has 
tested $30 multiple times since. Entering below $30 for a swing back to $40+ when sports betting/streaming 
Tv/soccer tournaments (one of their main benefactors in my opinion) pick up down the road. -- Currently has 43% 
short interest. Ticking time bomb for them to liquidate.

2021-01-15 09:30:23 +00002021-01-25 09:59:48 +0000 10 $35.75 $43.90 25.10% 351659%

CapitalWatch's Greg Bergman Equities Plays DKNG Draftkings sports betting buy on the pullback --Sports gambling is only going to ramp up over the winter and NFL 
playoffs. Stock will surpass its $63 high in early oct by Super Bowl. 

2020-11-18 14:56:59 +00002021-02-02 11:13:46 +0000 76 $48.00 $60.00 25.00% 192%

P.R.O.'s Short-Term Bull/Bear Strategy JD JD.com is oversold and hitting the lower rail of an upwardly sloped trend channel. 2020-12-14 09:36:18 +00002021-01-25 09:32:41 +0000 42 $80.50 $100.32 24.80% 586%
Swing Cycles UUUU Pull back - trend continuation 2021-01-13 13:26:27 +00002021-02-05 13:51:06 +0000 23 $3.90 $4.83 24.80% 3267%
Stock Trading Ideas KALA Kala Pharmaceuticals, Inc., a biopharmaceutical company, focuses on the development and commercialization of 

therapies for the treatment of eye diseases. It just got approved for its top drug, Targets from Trading firms are over 
$20 per share, I like it here and Now

2021-01-11 14:06:28 +00002021-02-04 10:46:29 +0000 24 $7.60 $9.42 24.40% 2680%

Stock Trading Ideas CLVS I like $CLVS for their low mkt cap and High potential for their ovarian and prostate cancer drugs. "Rumors" of a 
buyout pop once in a while chasing the over 40% short interest that keeps this name popular

2020-10-02 13:23:10 +00002021-01-25 10:51:57 +0000115 $5.92 $7.36 24.30% 100%

My Happy Place ONTX small biotech breaking out 2021-02-04 10:14:35 +00002021-02-09 09:55:34 +0000 5 $1.06 $1.30 23.80% 590263342%
Stock Trading Ideas XERS Buy $XERS as it will soon be "discovered" by many more people, traders IMO 2021-01-25 11:57:52 +00002021-02-04 12:20:31 +0000 10 $5.54 $6.82 23.80% 240390%
Peak Analytics Technical Trade Alerts MSTR Bitcoin set for next leg up, so... 2021-02-04 14:10:27 +00002021-02-08 09:30:27 +0000 4 $760.00 $928.30 22.50% 9999999990%
Swing Trade Membership BNGO Stock is surging to new highs.  Could double from this level. 2021-01-15 09:40:09 +00002021-01-25 11:09:16 +0000 10 $8.60 $10.45 22.10% 145262%
Whale of a Time Trends APPS Long 2021-01-13 09:51:51 +00002021-01-25 09:34:01 +0000 12 $58.00 $70.00 21.70% 39156%
Swing Cycles VXRT Trend continuation 2021-01-11 12:22:37 +00002021-01-25 10:53:57 +0000 14 $6.35 $7.70 21.60% 16433%
Swing Trade Membership SPWR Stock breaking out of a cup and handle pattern.  Trading to new highs. 2021-01-19 14:57:54 +00002021-01-25 11:07:06 +0000 6 $37.50 $45.42 21.50% 14257462%
Fractal Wave Stock Market Oscillator PBF New automated buy signal generated by Fractal Wave software. 2021-02-02 09:48:17 +00002021-02-08 10:27:20 +0000 6 $8.51 $10.33 21.40% 13194250%
Swing Trade Membership CLPT Strong rising channel. 2021-01-19 15:15:02 +00002021-01-26 15:52:59 +0000 7 $19.25 $23.31 21.30% 2403031%
Tom’s Stock Picks GEVO $GEVO - Offering was at $8.00, however a lot of people realize the future implications of this stock. They have huge 

partnerships, the co-founder just got named to one of Biden's boards for energy, and much more. They have a ton 
going for them, and this offering helps fund their growth. Looking for $12+ when the offering closes.

2021-01-21 15:36:36 +00002021-01-27 09:34:10 +0000 6 $9.20 $11.09 21.30% 12855987%

Sound Buy and Hold Picks IDN Intellicheck is engaged in developing, integrating and marketing threat identification and identity authentication 
solutions for various applications, including retail fraud prevention, law enforcement threat identification, and 
mobile and handheld access control and security for the government, military and commercial markets.

2021-01-11 09:31:46 +00002021-02-08 10:27:42 +0000 28 $12.00 $14.41 21.10% 1112%

Swing Cycles TPGY Trend continuation 2021-01-28 15:15:17 +00002021-02-08 13:59:27 +0000 11 $25.75 $31.10 20.80% 52423%
P.R.O.'s Short-Term Bull/Bear Strategy BIG Big Lots has great fundamentals and it just hit an upwardly sloped trend line. 2020-09-10 13:06:28 +00002021-01-27 09:42:27 +0000139 $47.35 $57.10 20.80% 64%
Swing Trade Membership DQ Strong rising channel with lots of room to move. 2021-01-20 09:32:24 +00002021-01-25 11:05:11 +0000 5 $83.00 $99.06 20.20% 68847875%
CapitalWatch's Greg Bergman Equities Plays ZTO Chinese company just debuted a secondary listing in Hong Kong. The stocks of these dual-listed companies go 

down temporarily often on listing in Hong Kong.  Buy the dip.
2020-09-29 13:07:15 +00002021-02-03 09:44:30 +0000127 $29.97 $36.01 20.20% 70%

Swing Cycles COTY Trend continuation 2021-01-26 10:19:11 +00002021-02-08 10:35:07 +0000 13 $6.64 $7.96 20.10% 16855%


